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In loving memory of my mom, Ethel Pentecost.
She was a model of strength, will, and utter determination.
God, Family, Country
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1.

The Darkness Begins

O

n January 18, 1989, my husband died. In a matter of seconds, I went from living in the light to walking in the
dark.
And I’ve always been afraid of the dark.
I can give no compelling reason for my fear, but it’s there. As a
child, I went to sleep with a night-light. At night I still keep the bathroom light on and leave the door slightly open. When I enter our home,
I hit the light switches; the more the better. No one will ever find me
walking through a pitch-black field or along an unlit beach.
It’s not just the physical darkness. I also strongly dislike being
“kept in the dark.” I’m one of those people who reads the first chapter
of a book to get the plot and immediately skips over to the final chapter. Something in me has to know how everything turns out. Only
then can I enjoy the middle of the book.
On that day in 1989, I began a walk having no idea how or where it
would end or how long it would take. I couldn’t have prepared for the
darkness that began on that chilly, damp January afternoon.
Looking back, I sometimes wonder why I had no hint that anything terrible would happen. Even now, I’ll convince myself that I’ve
1
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fully embraced the light; and, without warning, I’m stumbling in the
darkness again.
That Wednesday, January 18, started like any other normal day
for me. I taught first grade at Stevenson Primary School in Alvin,
Texas. Less than two years earlier, we had moved from Bossier City,
Louisiana, to Alvin after Don, my husband, accepted the position of
minister to youth at South Park Baptist Church.
Monday morning, Don left to make the hour-and-a-half drive in his
Ford Escort to Trinity Pines, a Baptist retreat center north of Houston.
The center was presenting a three-day conference focusing on church
planting (how to start new churches). Don’s big dream was to start his
own congregation. He had been enthusiastic about the opportunity to
learn more about how to get a church started.
Don had mentioned the conference to me several weeks earlier.
I had sensed his excitement about the event and encouraged him to
attend. “They invited spouses to come along,” Don had told me. “Do
you want to go with me?”
“Yes!”
I’ve tried to support Don throughout his ministry and felt that
going with him would help me understand some of the issues he
would face in establishing a new church. I decided to take three personal days and accompany him.
I didn’t get to attend many events with Don, so I eagerly looked
forward to spending time with him, as well as learning more about
evangelistic outreach in communities. Selfishly I was looking forward to having some “away time” with my husband.
Even though there would be several hundred ministers present,
I thought how nice it would be not to have one of our kids clamoring for our attention. Since moving to Texas, Don and I had had very
little couple time to talk and enjoy each other’s presence. In Bossier
City, my parents had lived around the corner, so getting a babysitter
wasn’t a problem. We didn’t have that luxury in Texas.
Seeing that the children were provided for didn’t prove to be a big
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problem. Nicole was in seventh grade, and her best friend was Kim
Chisolm. Nicole already spent a lot of her free time with the Chisolm
family; they assured me it wouldn’t be an imposition for our daughter
to stay there.
Our twin sons, Chris and Joe, were in the second grade. Another
family at South Park Church offered to keep the boys while we were
gone.
I had gotten the time off, we’d made arrangements for our children, and everything was set for us to leave Monday morning for
Trinity Pines. We’d stay for lunch before starting back. That would
give us a relaxing drive home to Alvin, with plenty of time to arrive
for Wednesday night services.
But as it turned out, I didn’t go.
Less than a week before the conference, a number of new students
entered the school. Several of them ended up in my first-grade class.
After trying to figure out how to get the new children assimilated into the class and into the school system and still go with Don,
I realized I couldn’t get everything done before we left. It wouldn’t
have been fair to my substitute to deal with the new children along
with the other issues a substitute encounters.
“I don’t know their reading level,” I told Don. “I can’t leave them
until I’ve tested them and know how they fit into class. I can’t go with
you.” I was disappointed that I had to drop out. It would have been an
excellent conference for both of us.
Don was also disappointed, but he understood.

y
Monday at school was normal for me—or as normal as a classroom
can be with six new students, all first-graders, who transferred into
the school in the middle of the year. It took a little more time and
effort to get the six children tested, but by the end of the school day
on Monday, I had accomplished that.
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Tuesday went well. Wednesday morning was uneventful; so were
lunch and recess. On Wednesday evening, all five of our family members met at the church as usual for the regular midweek evening events.
We ate dinner at the church and then attended our individual activities.
Nicole was involved with Acteens, a mission organization for
teenage girls. The boys were members of Royal Ambassadors (RAs),
a mission group for boys in grades one through six. I was a choir
member, and we practiced on Wednesday evenings. Don had planned
to teach at what we called our midweek prayer service. So all five of
us were involved. I expected Don to meet us at the church, and we
planned to drive home in two cars.
Nothing unusual. Just our regular Wednesday arrangement. But
that night we didn’t meet at the church. In fact, it would be many
Wednesdays before the five of us were together again at church.

y
The weather that Wednesday in Alvin was chilly and damp. At times
heavy rain hit and then turned into drizzle. Either way, it was miserable. My classroom at school was located at the end of the hall, so I
could hear the downpour beat on the metal covering over the sidewalks that led to the temporary buildings. As I peered out the glass
doors that led outside, the world looked cold, damp, and dismal.
Then came my personal darkness. At about one thirty it began
to descend.
I was teaching in my classroom about ninety minutes before the
end of my day. I sat at one of the kidney-shaped tables, working with
one of the four reading groups. The other students were at work at
their desks. We had turned the classroom into a winter wonderland,
and occasionally I would pause, gaze around the room, and enjoy
looking at what we had done. We don’t often have snow in South
Texas, so it was a tradition to decorate the rooms with a winter theme
to help the students understand what winter looks like in the North.
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Students had made snowflakes from ceiling tiles. There were also
winter pictures made with Ivory detergent snow “paint” and snowmen made of cotton balls.
One bulletin board still held the New Year’s resolutions written by
the students after they returned from the Christmas holidays. Except
for the small group with me, the children sat in the traditional brown
desks with chairs. The beige-painted, cinder-block room didn’t have
any windows except a small vertical one on the door.
A slight noise attracted my attention. I looked up from the book I
held as the classroom door opened about three inches. Glenda Sosa, a
tall, redheaded instructional aide, motioned for me.
I shook my head and pointed to the children as if to say, “I can’t
stop now. I’m in the middle of a lesson.”
Glenda motioned again, and the intense look on her face said,
“Come anyway. It’s important.”
I nodded, but it seemed strange. Ordinarily, she would have said
something at the door or motioned to let me know what she wanted.
Not this time.
I held up my hand to say, “Give me a few seconds,” then turned to
the children. “I’ll be right back. I want you to be quiet at your desks
while Mrs. Piper speaks to someone at the door.”
I put the book down and walked toward her.
“They need you in the office right away,” Glenda said in a voice
that didn’t sound quite normal, “I’ll watch your class for you.”
I thanked her and left.
The first thing that went through my head was a question: Have I
aggravated a parent? That’s one of the realities of teaching. During my
career I had encountered a few students who didn’t like something I
did or said and told their parents, who complained to the principal.
There had been occasions when I’d sat patiently in a parent-teacher
conference, listening to what a fellow teacher called “a complaint that
you’re infringing on their little darling’s rights.” By working together
we usually came to an understanding, and the year would continue
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with no further problems. As I walked toward the office, I couldn’t
think of anyone who might have complained recently.
A second thought hit me: Maybe I didn’t turn in an important form,
or I forgot something I was supposed to have done. I was still new to the
district and learning the ins and outs of what was expected.
My third thought was about our twin sons. Even though we kept
them in separate classes, they still found ways to get in trouble. There
were never serious difficulties—they were good boys—but being
in separate classrooms didn’t mean they couldn’t find ways to be
together. The restroom, the cafeteria, and the playground were twinfriendly areas, and places for them to conceive of ways to have fun.
Chris had always been outgoing, while Joe was quiet and
reserved—at least until he got to know people. Together they could
dream up all kinds of mischief (and often did), both at home and at
school. I thought a time of earlier in the year when I had been accompanying one of my students to the office. Around the corner that day
came Chris with his second-grade teacher, and around the other corner I spotted Joe with his teacher. I took my student by the hand,
turned, and went back to my classroom. I said softly to myself, “I
don’t want to know about this.” (I never did learn what happened.)
The boys. It has to be the twins. I wonder what they’ve done now.
I walked into the office, and as soon as the assistant principal,
Mary Nell Douglas, saw me, she got up from her desk, rushed over,
wrapped her arms around me, and gave me a hug. A tall woman, who
exemplified a professional manner in character and dress, Mary Nell
was her typical warm, caring, and friendly self.
Even though it was my first year at Stevenson, Mary Nell had
made me feel welcome and a part of the family. I especially appreciated that she offered advice in a positive manner. She was popular
with the staff because we felt she had our best interests at heart.
Just one thing was off: an embrace wasn’t her usual method of
greeting me. Before I could speak, she said, “We’ve gotten a call from
your church.”
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“What—”
“Don’s been in a wreck. We’re trying to find out what happened.”
I stared at her, taking in what she had said.
In that moment, God spoke to me. I didn’t hear an audible voice,
yet the message was so clear I couldn’t doubt the reality. This will be
difficult, but it’s going to be okay. Don has two broken legs and a broken arm.
To some, that probably sounds strange, especially because it
was so specific. God had spoken, and there were no doubts. I believe
God whispered to me to give me the perfect peace of which the Bible
speaks and to prepare me for what was ahead.
“It was a car accident,” Mary Nell added, “I don’t know where.”
I didn’t know where Don was, what had happened, or how seriously he was hurt, but a deep, inner calm came over me.
As I stared at her, I could see she was troubled, and I could sense her
concern for me. “It’s all right,” I said. “It’s going to be all right.”
I took a deep breath to steady my voice and to keep from crying.
At heart, I’m an emotional person, easily brought to tears; however,
I’ve learned that I can sometimes control those tears. It’s a trick I
learned back in high school when I started wearing contacts. Crying
made my mascara run, getting into my eyes and wreaking havoc with
my contacts. Over the years I’d become an expert at controlling my
tears in public, but this time, even after God’s assuring words, drops
of salty liquid slipped down my face while I tried to wipe them away.
“Who called?” I asked. “What do you know? Where is he?”
“I don’t know anything more. Not yet.”
I sat down in the big leather chair in front of Mary Nell’s desk and
put my head in my hands.

y
Parts of the next half hour remain blurred in my mind. Two of my
best friends from church rushed to the school. Suzan Mauldin taught
at Alvin High School and left her classes to be with me. Susan Long
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was a nurse on duty, but she was able to leave her job so she could
come too.
Both were of medium height and slender. Suzan Mauldin had
shoulder-length, dark hair, which she often wore in a ponytail. She
was always tastefully and stylishly dressed. Her students loved her
because she was accessible and easy to talk to.
Susan Long was the athletic type, blonde, andblue-eyed. Her
typical outfit was a pair of jeans and a T-shirt. My son Chris says
he remembers her having kind eyes. I guess that characteristic goes
along with being a nurse.
Both women had reached out to me after we moved to Alvin.
Like them, I was a young, working mother, and we connected. The
Long and Mauldin families were active in the youth group, as well as
teaching Sunday school, going on retreats, and serving as counselors
at youth camps. Suzan and Susan had taken it on themselves (which
was typical of them) to look after the newcomer—me.
I wasn’t surprised to see them in Mary Nell’s office. It’s what
friends do; they show up for each other.
Mark Evans, the minister of music from South Park, arrived at
about the same time. Soon there were others—a small office full of
people—all there to express their sympathy and concern. I vaguely
wondered why so many had come.
It’s not as if Don has died, I thought as I looked around. I already
knew about the broken arm and broken legs before we had any report,
so I was calmer than my comforters.
I was also surprised at the number of people who came. After
all, we had only been in Alvin a short time. It encouraged me to
know that so many individuals cared. Because Don and I were away
from our own families for the first time in our married life, my new
friends’ presence touched my heart. The fact that they had made the
effort and taken the time to come made me aware of their kindness
and their affection.
As I greeted each one, I thought of something my mother often
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said while I was growing up: “Actions speak louder than words.” I
appreciated them even more because I knew that those who came
weren’t there out of duty. That was obvious. They came because they
cared. I hugged them as they entered and tried to thank them for coming. I write tried, because sometimes tears flowed and words wouldn’t
come. But I realized that words weren’t needed, so I didn’t feel embarrassed when I couldn’t articulate my feelings.
Before long, more church members arrived and filled the office.
In all, probably fifteen to twenty individuals showed up.
Most of them didn’t stay, but their coming meant so much. They
walked into the office, hugged me, said a few kind words, and left. Others,
like Susan, Suzan, and Mark, stayed the entire time. Some were teachers from the school across town where I had taught the year before, but
several were church members, along with a few school administrators.
I still knew nothing—only what God had whispered to me. I
didn’t tell anyone about that message, but I tried to assure them I was
fine. After several minutes, I became aware that I was comforting
them because they seemed more upset than I was.
While we waited for further information, I slowly surveyed the
room and stared at my friends who had gathered. They probably said
many things, but their words were lost to me almost as soon as they
were spoken. However, they did one thing that was important and
something I’ll never forget: each one of them wrapped his or her arms
around me and held me. From every person, it felt like a spontaneous
gesture, which made it even more powerful. In the years since I’ve
learned that an embrace can often speak more, comfort more, and
convey more love than the wisest or most profound words.
Mary Nell kept dialing number after number, trying to find out
something, anything. Following up every lead she could, she was
determined to obtain more information.
Susan grabbed an extra telephone directory and went into
another office to use the phone. She called every area hospital to ask
if a patient named Don Piper had been brought in.
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At each hospital, the operator replied, “We have no patient by
that name.”
The ringing of the phone in the outer office interrupted the stillness in the room. Seconds later, the secretary transferred the call to
Mary Nell’s office.
She listened a few seconds before she announced to all of us, “It’s
the hospital in Huntsville.” (Huntsville was about 130 miles away.)
Someone was apparently giving her basic information, and she put
her hand over the phone and said, “Don has been taken to Huntsville
Memorial Hospital, just off I-45.”
She listened again before she held the phone out to me. “Do you
want to speak to Don?”
I could see the relief on her face. Her expression seemed to say,
See, it’s not so bad.
Of course I wanted to speak to him. I took the phone and said
hello.
“We have Mr. Piper,” a woman replied, identifying herself as a
nurse. “Would Mrs. Piper like to speak with him?”
“Yes, I would. I’m Mrs. Piper.”
“He is unable to hold the phone himself, so I’m going to put it up
to his ear.”
“Don! Don! How are—”
“I just wanted to come home . . . I just wanted to come home.”
After that he groaned and I couldn’t understand anything else.
I will never forget that groaning because it was such a horrible
sound, especially coming from someone I know is strong. Tears filled
my eyes again, and I didn’t know what more to say.
Susan took the phone from me and spoke with the nurse. In retrospect, I have to say I was in shock. I don’t remember if I continued
crying, but I probably did. I’m prone to tears when I get emotional,
but it’s not my nature to scream or shriek.
As soon as she hung up, Susan said in a very even and professional
voice, “They are doing some assessment.”
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“What does that mean?” I think I asked, or perhaps I only
wanted to.
“He’s at the Huntsville hospital. They’re going to assess his injuries
and stabilize him before they transport him to Hermann Memorial
Hospital.” Hermann Memorial is one of the anchor hospitals of the
world-renowned Texas Medical Center.*
In fact, it’s the hospital I was born in while my dad was stationed
at Ellington Air Force Base. “This much the nurse told me. Don has
two broken legs and a broken arm.”
I knew that. I hadn’t told anyone that God had spoken, but the
message from Susan brought immediate peace.
Everything was going to be all right. If God had been right about
Don’s injuries, then he must be right about everything turning out
okay. How little did I know what it would take to get to that point.

* The terms Hermann Hospital and Texas Medical Center are used interchangeably
throughout this story.
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